Abstract-Many tasks examined for robotic application like rescue missions or humanitarian demining require a robotic vehicle to navigate in unstructured natural terrain. This paper introduces a motion control for a four-wheeled offroad vehicle trying to tackle the problems arising. These include rough ground, steep slopes, wheel slippage, skidding and others that are difficult to grasp with a physical model and often impossible to acquire with sensory equipment. Therefore, a more reactive approach is chosen using a behavior-based architecture. This way a certain generalization in unknown environment is expected. The resulting behavior network is described and experiments performed in a simulation environment as well as in real world are presented. Additionally the performance of the utilized vehicle in case of mechanical or electronic defects is examined in simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION Locomotion in rough natural environment is a basic precondition for applications like humanitarian demining or rescue and monitoring after natural disaster. The field of application is normally restricted to only a few kilometers. Therefore, it is necessary to have a UGV able to surmount middle-size obstacles as well as to cover a distance of some kilometers in an adequate time. In literature there are several robotic systems like walking machines, snakelike robots, wheel and chain driven vehicles for different types of natural terrain. As a good compromise we examine a highly flexible wheel-driven machine for the locomotion in rough outdoor terrain.
A. Offroad Locomotion
When aiming at locomotion in natural terrain with a wheel-driven vehicle one has to consider several problems. For one thing the characteristics of the environment have to be examined like:
Climate: extreme temperature, humidity. Physical features of the terrain: slope (flat to near vertical) can cause the vehicle to stop or even tip over; surmountable or not surmountable obstacles like rocks, holes, trees, buildings or even dynamic obstacles have to be distinguished; soil consistency can affect the possible torque the wheels can create as well as the vehicle's stability. Furthermore different classes of outdoor terrain should be taken into consideration. These include partially structured terrain with roads or paths, relatively even open land, uneven terrain with medium hills, difficult terrain with more obstacles and steeper slopes, or extreme to near vertical terrain. This work will focus on uneven or even more difficult terrain with low obstacle density. Other activities in this area like [1] and [2] depend on modelling the physical structure of the terrain and therefore require information which is not completely available. Behaviourbased approaches like [3] or [4] mostly focus on the navigational part of vehicle control. Efforts focusing on more structured terrain like [5] are not subject of this paper.
Keeping these constraints in mind there arise several problems when addressing the control side of outdoor locomotion. These can be divided into navigation and motion control [6] . For the navigation part questions like environment modelling, localization including relative and absolute position estimation, and trajectory generation have to be faced. The motion control will have to handle the lower level control and difficulties imposed by e.g. the character of the terrain or certain kinds of obstacles in a reactive manner. Motion control is the main subject of this paper whereas the navigation problems will not be addressed.
II. VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
The test platform used to examine the motion control is our wheel driven outdoor vehicle RAVON (Robust Autonomous Vehicle for Offroad Navigation, see Fig. 1 ). It has a size of about 1.4 m in width and 2.4 m in length and wheels of 73 cm in diameter. Each wheel has an individual D/C motor, the front and rear steering is independent. The robot is capable of driving up to 3 m/s and of climbing slopes with 40 % inclination.
A. Vehicle Kinematic
This section introduces an abstract single track kinematic model to describe the essential features for the motion control. This model is extended to four wheels to calculate the single wheel velocities.
1) Single Track Model: The motion of a four wheel steering vehicle can be described using a single track model [7] as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In this model the front wheels are merged together to one virtual wheel in the center line of the vehicle. The same is done for the rear wheels. This model describes the features being essential for the motion of a four wheel steering vehicle, i.e. translational and rotational movement. The description of the vehicle position and motion refers to a point C representing the kinematic center of the vehicle. The yaw angle ψ describes the heading of the vehicle body. The vehicle moves with a velocity v in direction β (called "side-slip angle") relative to the vehicle's body. At the virtual front wheel the velocity is called v f , at the virtual rear wheel v r . The length between C and the position of the virtual front wheel is called l f , the length to the rear wheel l r . The vehicle motion has a center called "instant rotating center" (IRC) which, in case of parallel steering of the front and rear wheel, can reach to infinity. The distance from C to IRC is called r c , the distances from the virtual front and rear wheel r f and r r . The front steering angle δ f (|δ f | < The side-slip angle is calculated as follows:
To determine the movement of a vehicle in an outdoor terrain the angle λ is introduced which denotes the angle between the x-y-plain and the vehicle velocity vector:
Using this angle the change of the pose in three dimensions, i.e. the change of the coordinates for x, y, and z and the angles for roll (ρ), pitch (φ), and yaw (ψ), can be calculated as follows:
2) Four Wheel Model: The vehicle this work is based on is constructed in a way that the front wheels and the rear wheels respectively are steered in pairs. This is realized in a way that-like in the case of normal car steering-the steering center of the front wheels lies on the extension of the rear axis (see Fig. 3 ). Accordingly the steering center of the rear wheels lies on the extension of the front axis.
In this model the distances between the wheels and the IRC are denoted as r f l (front left), r f r (front right), r rl (rear left), and r rr (rear right). R f l , R f r , R rl , and R rr refer to the radii given by the kinematic constraints. The wheel steering angles are called δ f l , δ f r , δ rl , and δ rr , their velocity is v f l , v f r , v rl , and v rr . The vehicle width is referred to as w. The distances to the IRC can be determined as follows:
This leads to the single wheel velocities: 
III. BEHAVIOR-BASED MOTION CONTROL
The classical control approach requires a complete physical model of the robot and the environment, which cannot be acquired with the given sensors and the examined terrain due to possible wheel slippage, skidding and other problems implied by the vehicle-terrain interaction. Therefore this paper introduces a behavior-based motion control not requiring a complete knowledge of the environment to achieve robust locomotion. The general behavior architecture, the developed behaviors, their purpose and specific implementation as well as the interaction in the resulting behavior network are described in this section.
A. Behavior Architecture
The behavior architecture used for this work is based on [8] which again is loosely based on [9] . It is originally used for controlling walking machines and is inspired by the activation patterns in the brain and the spinal cord of animals. Individual behaviors are structured on layers in a hierarchical network, the coordination problem is solved by using special meta signals generated by each behavior. Only the interaction of the behaviors and their placement in the network will result in the desired actions of the overall system. Each individual behavior B = (r, a, F ) is a module of the form outlined in Fig. 4 . The input vector e can be composed of sensor information, data processed by other behaviors or coordination signals of other behaviors. The activation or motivation value ι ∈ [0..1] is used by higher level behaviors to influence the behavior's degree of activity, the inhibition input i ∈ [0..1] allows lower level behaviors to repress its activity. The output vector u = F ( e, ι, i) is composed of control signals for the robot or for lower level behaviors and is calculated by evaluating the transfer function F . This function describes the behavior's functionality and can range from a simple P-controller to complex state machines or AI algorithms.
To solve the coordination problem each behavior generates two meta information signals a and r. The activity a( e, ι, i) ∈ [0..1] states the degree of action or the behavior. It is composed of an internally determined activity a int and the influence of other behaviors: a = a int · ι · (1 − i). The target rating r ∈ [0..1] indicates the behavior's own evaluation of the current situation based on the input vector e. A target rating of Zero denotes that the behavior is "content" with the situation, a rating of One represents maximum discontentedness. The target rating can be separated in an absolute and relative fraction with r = r abs · r rel . Here r abs denotes a distance to the intended goal situation, r rel is the progress in achieving the target.
Behaviors can further be classified into target-based, progress-based and activation behaviors. Target-based behaviors try to reach a certain goal, e.g. a mobile robot driving to a point on a map or a walking robot stabilizing. Progress-based behaviors perform specific movements without having a target state, e.g. an exploration strategy. Activation behaviors control lower level behaviors using their activation ι. They do not directly control hardware.
Behaviors are arranged in a hierarchical network where a flow of meta information (a, r and ι) controls the coordination. For example exclusion can be realized by using the activity of one behavior as inhibition input of another. If more than one behavior tries to influence another, a fusion node is inserted where the weighting of inputs is deduced from the influencing behaviors' activities.
B. Motion Control
The development of a motion control is based on the vehicle's abilities. First of all the restrictions imposed by the vehicle's structure as well as the inverse and direct kinematic has to be described. a) Kinematic and Dynamic Constraints: The control of a vehicle using a behavior-based approach is independent from its mechanical characteristics. The control output of behaviors describes intended values ignoring kinematic and dynamic constraints of the vehicle's structure. Therefore a central unit observing the vehicle constraints is introduced regarding the vehicle velocity and acceleration as well as the steering angle, velocity, and acceleration. b) Kinematic: The considerations about the vehicle's kinematic (section II-A) are used to form a module having two tasks: On the one hand it receives vehicle motion control data, i.e. vehicle velocity and steering angles, and calculates single wheel velocities. On the other hand data acquired from sensors specifying single wheel velocities and steering angles are converted to the assumed vehicle velocity and the single wheel steering angles. c) Odometry: This module uses (3) to (8) to calculate the movement for odometry-based position estimation.
C. Behaviors for Pose-Based Motion Control
The functionality introduced previously provides the basis for the motion control comprised by the behaviors described in this section. First of all the vehicle's abilities, i.e. vehicle velocity, front and rear steering, are represented by target-based behaviors. The next layer consists of behaviors generating an intended vehicle velocity and a translatory or rotatory movement. Both target-based and progress-based behaviors are presented reacting on the vehicle's pose. Finally a higher level activation behavior is introduced for reaching a point. The following sections provide an overview about implemented behaviors. Details can be found in [10] .
1) Target-Based Behaviors: a) Velocity (B vel ): The control of the movement of a vehicle starts with setting a velocity. Behaviors suggesting a velocity do this by providing an intended normed absolute value v ∈ [0, 1] and the desired direction v sgn , i.e. v sgn = +1 for forward movements, v sgn = −1 for backward movements, and v sgn = 0 if a behavior wants to perform movements without caring about the direction. These values are weighted separately by a fusion node. The output of this fusion node is fed into the velocity behavior, having the following properties:
The intended velocity of the behavior is defined as
where v max is the maximal velocity to be generated, v and v sgn are the fused values of input behaviors. For maximal response the internal activity a int is set to 1. The absolute and relative target rating r abs and r rel are calculated as follows:
where ∆v = abs(v intended −v previous )−abs(v intended −v current ) refers to the change of velocity in respect to the intended velocity. Here v current is the current vehicle velocity and v previous the vehicle velocity measured one time step ∆t before. b) Steering (B front steering and B rear steering ): The lowlevel steering behavior (used both for the front and the rear steering) transforms translatory and rotatory movement into a steering angle. The target angle is calculated using translational and rotational inputs which are merged to a steering angle. The internal activity and the target rating are calculated similar to the velocity behavior using the current and previous steering angle. c) Translatory Movement to a Target Point (B transl ): The target of this behavior is to reach a given position by a translational movement. Depending on the current pose of the robot and the target position the intended translation (i.e. the side-slip angle) is generated. Additionally, depending on the distance to the target the velocity is set.
d) Orientate to a Target Point (B orientate ): While the previous behavior handled the translatory movement to a target point this behavior has the goal to rotate the vehicle so that it points to the target. The rotational movement and the velocity are set depending on the deviation between the vehicle orientation and the target direction.
e) Minimize Roll (B min. roll ): The purpose of the Minimize Roll behavior is to reduce the absolute value of the roll angle of the vehicle. This behavior can be used to stabilize the vehicle's posture. The behavior receives the roll and pitch angle of the vehicle. Depending on these inputs a rotational movement is performed, assuming that the near environment only changes in small amounts.
f) Minimize Pitch (B min. pitch ): Similar to the Minimize Roll behavior this behavior tries to reduce the pitch angle by setting a rotational movement. The purpose of this behavior is to try and orientate the vehicle along an isoline so that a movement is not hindered by steep slopes.
2) Progress-Based Behaviors: The velocity is determined using the change in height-the higher this value the faster the behavior intends to move. As the direction of the vehicle motion does not influence the goal of this behavior, v sgn is set to 0.
b) Descend (B descend ): Especially for resolving situations where the robot movement stagnates due to a slope too high a behavior moving the vehicle downward is introduced. By using the current information about pitch (φ) and roll (ρ) the intended direction of the movement τ is calculated similar to (12).
3) Activation Behavior: This behavior controls the behaviors introduced above by influencing their activation ι. This way a given target point can efficiently be reached by considering the vehicle's pose. The algorithm uses a priority based order of given subbehaviors indicating their importance for terrain traversal. By observing the subbehaviors' target rating r the activation behavior detects degrees of progress or stagnation. A normalized Gaussian curve defined by its maximum and width is adapted according to target rating information and yields the degree of activation for each controlled behavior.
4) Behavior Interaction: Each of the behaviors introduced before provides output values for other behaviors or for controlling hardware. Fig. 5 shows the structure of behavior interaction. The low-level behaviors for front and rear wheel steering inhibit (using their target rating) the behavior for velocity in order to avoid motions until the steering motors are adjusted to the intended steering angle. Three fusion nodes for velocity (f v ), translational (f t ), and rotational (f r ) movement deal as an interface for higher level behaviors. The vehicle is controlled by values from the behaviors for velocity and steering. 
A. Simulation Environment
Especially for robots having the size of RAVON it is necessary to check implemented functionality before the application in the real world. Otherwise serious damage of the vehicle or even persons might occur. Therefore a simulation environment was developed emulating features of the real vehicle. The simulation is embedded into the MCA framework [11] which provides supporting applications for the control and the visualization of data. The user interface as presented in Fig. 6 shows the main window for interacting with the robot. On the one hand it provides a 2D and 3D view of the robot and its environment and on the other hand gives the user the ability to control the robot manually or by activating behaviors. The terrain is constructed using height maps which are postprocessed versions of real world DEM (Digital Elevation Model) data. The height data are also used for the determination of the robot's pose. This corresponds to sensor data acquired by an inertial measurement system. Based on this information the visualization as well as the performance of behaviors is carried out. Concerning the motion of the vehicle the simulation provides the functionality of limiting the vehicle's abilities of climbing slopes.
B. Simulation Experiments
The characteristics of the vehicle motion control can be observed by performing reproducible experiments in the presented simulation environment. The experiments deal with reaching a given target point in a hilly terrain. Four setups are examined: a) Only behaviors for point access are activated. Behaviors reacting on the roll or pitch angle are neglected. b) Both behaviors for point access and behaviors reacting on the roll and pitch angle are adaptively activated by an activation behavior. c) For simulating the failure of a steering motor the rear steering is set to a fixed angle. The behavior control is the same as in b). d) For simulating the mechanical breakage of the steering linkage the rear wheels perform a dangling mo- . The experiments are evaluated in respect to if the target is reached and the energy consumed while moving through the terrain. Here the energy ε(t) is determined concerning the slope λ(t) (2) which is climbed and the velocity v(t) driven:
This function grows quadratic for increasing slopes where climbing uphill (λ(t) < 0) is weighted five times the amount of descending. The accumulated energy at the time t i is given by the following equation:
Fig . 7 shows the plots of the x-y-position during the experiments. Additionally arrows indicate the vehicle body direction for estimation of the side-slip angle.
The plot representing the direct point access (Fig. 7 a) ) shows a straight movement towards the target point. The experiment using pose-based behaviors (Fig. 7 b) ) leads the vehicle to a path deviating from the direct access due to reactions on the vehicle's pose caused by the simulated terrain. Both rear lock and dangling rear steering (Fig. 7  c) and d)) result in a longer way. However, despite the disturbances the target point is reached while the reaction on the terrain is performed nevertheless. Fig. 8 shows the energy ε(t) (13) and the accumulated energy ξ(t) (14) consumed during the experiments. The comparison of the plots for the direct point access and the pose-based point access (Fig. 8 a) and b)) reveals two aspects:
• Directly accessing the target position takes less time due to two reasons. On the one hand straight motion reduces the distance travelled, on the other hand pose-based motion requires more steering maneuvers which, according to section III-C.4, reduces the velocity due to inhibition by the steering behaviors. • The accumulated energy ξ(t) for pose-based point access is about 15 % lower than energy required for direct point access. Additionally the maximal energy peak for pose-based point access is 35 % lower than in the direct point access experiment. The effects of a manipulated steering can be evaluated using Fig. 8 c) and d) . Despite the disturbance caused by a steering lock (Fig. 8 c) ) and by a mechanical breakage (Fig. 8 d) ) the robot reaches the target. The time required increases in comparison to the experiment without malfunction because the velocity is reduced by the steering behaviors. However, the accumulated energy nevertheless is lower than for direct point access.
C. Real World Experiments
To test the performance of the robot in a real world experiment the vehicle is equipped with an inertial measurement system providing information about the pose of the vehicle. These data combined with information from the vehicle's odometry are used to provide all necessary inputs for the pose-based behaviors. One of the experiments carried out was to explore a hilly terrain by following the isolines. For this purpose the behaviors for minimizing the pitch angle φ and for a translational motion along isolines are activated. Fig. 9 shows the roll and pitch angle as well as the energy required for a course travelled along a slope. In this experiment the robot reacted fast on disturbances caused by the terrain in a way that its orientation remained along the isolines. Fig. 9 a) shows a low absolute value of the pitch angle φ. Also the energy required for the motions remains at a low level as shown in Fig. 9 b) . In contrast the roll angle ρ, which is not considered in the pose correction, is much higher.
In experiments carried out the vehicle motion control demonstrated the ability to reach a given target in unknown terrain with adaptive reaction on local ground irregularities.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This paper introduced a behavior-based motion control for a mobile outdoor robot. Its kinematic has been modelled using a simplifying single track model to deduce translational and rotational movements and the odometric reckoning. It has then been extended to a four wheel model to calculate single wheel velocities. Based on this information a behavior network has been designed to allow the vehicle secure locomotion towards a target point in uneven terrain. This is achieved by the cooperation of a set of behaviors reacting on sensor information like the pose of the robot. Experiments in a simulation and a realworld environment indicate the approach's feasibility and showed goal-oriented motions with immediate reactions on ground irregularities.
Next steps will be further experiments with additional behaviors providing higher level functionality and to incorporate sensor information to a greater extend. Localization and navigation algorithms using natural landmarks will be some of the next problems to be addressed.
